A b stra ct-The activation function is introduced to determine the output of neural networks by mapping the resulting values of neurons into a specific range. The activation functions often suffer from 'gradient vanishing', 'non zero-centred function outputs', 'exploding gradients', and 'dead neurons', which may lead to deterioration in the classification performance. This paper proposes an activation function generation approach using the Takagi-Sugeno-Kang inference in an effort to address such challenges. In addition, the proposed method further optimises the coefficients in the activation function using the genetic algorithm such that the activation function can adapt to different applications. This approach has been applied to a digital forensics application of online grooming detection. The evaluations confirm the superiority of the proposed activation function for online grooming detection using an imbalanced data set.
I. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The Internet has taken a large portion of youngsters' daily lives. The wide availability and rich diversity of Internet access devices make it difficult for parents and carers to monitor their kids' activity in the cyberspace. Children and young people are usually not fully aware of the risks of personal information leak, which makes them vulnerable to online groomers, with out carers' attention. Paedophiles usually engage with children via social media, by building a trustful relationship [1] , This results in psychological, physical, emotional and behavioural harm [2] . Therefore, it is important to closely monitor and analyse online conversations to detect grooming activities.
Several machine learning methods have been applied to detect online child grooming with an emphasis on text feature selection from conversation records, such as a chat logs clas sification system using support vector machine (SVM) as re ported in the work of [3] . Online child grooming conversation text categorisation is a typical example of the class-imbalanced research problem, where such texts highly vary in duration, type, and intensity depending on the perpetrator characteristics and behaviour [4] . Unfortunately, most of the conventional machine learning algorithms cannot yield good performance on imbalanced datasets [5] , Therefore, the performance of the online child grooming detection using conventional machine learning approaches needs to be improved.
The intuitive solution is to artificially balance the imbal anced dataset. It can be achieved by either over-sampling data instances of the minority class or down-sampling data samples of the majority class [6] . However, over-sampling the minority of data samples may lead to overfitting due to the duplication of data instances. Similarly, the method of down-sampling the majority can cause information loss, as the most important data samples may fail to be selected during the process of the down-sampling [6] . This paper proposes an adaptive fuzzy inference-based activation function generation approach for artificial neural networks (ANNs) to address the above issue. Conventional fuzzy inference maps a given input to an output based on a dense rule base, whilst fuzzy rule interpolation enhances the conventional fuzzy inference to work also with sparse rule bases [7] , [8] . Both approaches have been extended to support the adaptation of fuzzy rule bases for various applications [9] - [12] , including those with imbalanced datasets as commonly seen in online grooming detection.
The proposed approach takes the advantages of adaptive fuzzy inference. It first generates a rule base regarding a given application to represent a bespoke activation function, which is then optimised using a genetic algorithm (GA) such that the supported ANN is adapted to the particular application. This paper also applied the proposed approach to a highly imbalanced grooming detection data set. The experimental results confirm that the efficacy of the proposed approach in handling the common issues of conventional activation functions and imbalance datasets.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II introduces the existing activation functions. Section HI presents the proposed AdaTSK activation function. Section IV details the experimental results for comparison and validation. Section V concludes the paper.
II. B a c k g r o u n d
Activation functions are of crucial importance in ANNs and deep neural networks (DNNs) [13] - [18] . Basically, in ANNs and DNNs, the output from inputs is defined by one activation function, which is essentially a mechanism to distinguish the information about the relevance of a neuron. It is worthwhile to note that the activation function needs to be continuous and differentiable. The general form of an activation function can 978-1-5386-1728-1/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE be represented as:
where x and w respectively denotes the input(s) to a neuron and the weight, and b is the associated bias.
A list of commonly used activation functions are sum marised in Table I . In particular, Sigmoid is still the most common activation function in the ANNs due to the easiness of derivation calculation, but it suffers from 'gradient vanishing' and 'zero centred' issues. To solve these issues, TanH (a.k.a. hyperbolic tangent) activation function, is used for generating 'zero centred function outputs' as well as solving the 'gradient vanishing'. Recently, the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [13] activation function is proposed to solve the 'gradient vanishing' issue and accelerate calculation as well as the convergence rate. 
A ctivation Function Form ulation
Sinusoid [14] fix) = sin(x)
Gaussian fix) = SoftPlus [16] fix) = ln ( l + e x )
ReLU [13] f(x) = m a x (0 , x)
Leaky ReLU [17] f(x) = m a x(ax,x),a = 0.01 ELU [18] . .
SiLU [15] 
fix) = x ■ a(x)
The ReLU activation function still, unfortunately, has the 'dying ReLU' problem, which results in a proportion of neurons are never activated, and their corresponding param eters cannot be updated. Possible solutions include the Xavier initialisation method [19] and adjusting reasonable learning rate. The leaky ReLU [17] and exponential linear units (ELU) [18] were proposed to address the 'dying ReLU' and solve the 'zero centred function outputs' issues with the additional computational cost required by the latter one. Most recently, a sigmoid-weighted linear unit (SiLU) [15] is constructed by computing the sigmoid function multiplied by its input, which has proven a well-formulated activation function for function approximation in the domain of reinforcement learning. 
A TSK Model
The TSK fuzzy model [20] is a typical fuzzy rule for the TSK model is of the following form:
where A is fuzzy sets regarding antecedent variables x, and f(x) is a crisp function (usually polynomial), which deter mines the crisp value of the consequent. Assume that a rule base for the TSK fuzzy model is comprised of n rules:
where a*, bi are constants in the polynomial equation in the consequent part of the rule. Given an observation with the singleton value as input (x ), the final inference result can be obtained by:
where ctj represents the firing strength of the j th rule, and $>j(x) denotes the corresponding intermediate result of j th rule, subject to the given input x. It has been proven in [21] that different types of membership functions do not introduce different inference results if they are properly fine-tuned. Thus, the Gaussian membership function is used in this work for computational efficiency, represented by
where Cj is the location of the centre of the peak, and represents the width of the bell-shaped curve. More details about TSK fuzzy model can be found in [20] ,
III. P r o p o s e d A c t iv a t i o n F u n c t i o n G e n e r a t i o n
The proposed inference-based activation function gener ation approach for ANNs, particularly the back-propagation neural networks (BPNN), is detailed in this section. The struc ture of interactions between BPNN and the proposed activation function generation is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Concretely, TSK fuzzy inference system provides the baseline of the process of the GA. An existing activation function, Sigmoid or TanH function, is simulated by employing the TSK fuzzy inference system. Then, the GA is employed to fine-tune the parameters of the initialised TSK-based activation function in order to select the optimal activation function for the particular problem
B. Initial TSK Rule Base Generation
As discussed in Section II, a number of activation functions have been proposed. The selection of an activation function is highly problem-dependent to the distribution of the extracted features. In order to accelerate the training process, a fast approximation function is always selected. In this work, a single input and single output first-order type-1 TSK fuzzy system has been initialised which aims to simulate an existing mathematically formulated activation function to provide the baseline of the process of the population generation during the GA. The processes of the TSK rule base initialisation is summarised as follows:
Step 1 -Input domain range determination: Given an input domain, the first step of modelling is to determine its range. In this work, it can be obtained by determining the actual range of the output of each neuron in the hidden layers. Assume that an ANN model contains m neurons in its hidden layers, the range of the input domain can be obtained an entire rule base. Assume that a TSK rule base is comprised of n rules as defined in Eq. (3), an individual is then formed as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Step 2 -Domain partition: The consequence of the first order type-1 TSK fuzzy rule is a linear function. Therefore, the problem domain is partitioned into a {a e N) grid areas by the piecewise linear technique. Each obtained sub-area can be expressed as a linear function. Fig. 2 shows the example of the approximated linear functions in the Sigmoid function where three sub-regions are partitioned.
2)
Population Initialisation: The initial population P = {Ii,h,'" , l\p } is constructed by the introduced initialised rule base and its random variations. The size of the population |P| is typically with a range from 20 to 30 [23] , depending on one specific problem.
3)
Objective Function: An objective function is used in GA to assess the quality of individuals. The objective function, in this work, is defined as the system prediction accuracy from the fc-fold cross-validation mechanism. Given a training data set T and an individual /*, 1 ^ i ^ |P|, the fc-fold cross-validation prediction accuracy (CV) can be calculated as:
where k is the number of folds of the training data set T, and Ej{Ii) is the system prediction error for j th fold, which can be obtained by:
Ejdi)
Number of misclassified samples Total number of samples Step 3 -TSK rule base initialisation: Each sub-region is represented by one TSK fuzzy rule. The rule antecedents, the Gaussian membership functions, is obtained by a fuzzy partition of the input domain of the corresponding sub-area. The rule consequence is the determined linear function of this particular sub-area from Step 2. The initial TSK rule base can then be constructed by combining all the formulated rules.
C. TSK Rule Base Optimisation
The final activation function is generated by fine-tuning the rule base using the general optimisation searching algorithm, GA. Briefly, GA is an adaptive heuristic search algorithm for solving both constrained and unconstrained optimisation problems based on evolutionary algorithms (EAs), which has been widely employed in the rule bases optimisation, such as [22] , [23] and [24] , The algorithm starts from an initialised population to select the required number of individuals for reproduction by applying the genetic operators: crossover and mutation. The offspring and some of the existing individuals jointly produce the next generation of the population. The algorithm repeats such process until the satisfactory solution is obtained or a maximum number of iterations has been reached. Details of the GA is explained below.
1) Problem Representation:
In the GA, an individual or chromosome, denoted as I, is used to represent a candidate solution. In this work, an individual is designed to represent
The individual with the best accuracy is selected as the solution within the population.
4) Individual Selection:
The fitness proportionate selection method (a.k.a. 'roulette wheel selection') is employed in this work to select the required number of individuals for reproduction.
5)
Individual Reproduction: Given a number of selected in dividuals (termed as parents), the genetic operators, crossover and mutation, are used in the next generation of the population. In this work, we use the single-point crossover approach to swap all data beyond a swapping point between two selected individuals. And the uniform mutation approach, which re places the value of the selected gene with a random value selected between the specified upper and lower bounds, is adopted. Note that the upper and lower bounds have been previously determined in Section III-B. The crossover and mutation rate were set to 0.9 and 0.05 in this work. To ensure each bred individual is a valid solution as well as satisfy the requirement of the condition of the proposed activation function, the following constraints have been applied during the process of the reproduction.
a)
For solving the 'dead neuron' problem, Eq. (8) has to be satisfied to ensure that the weight of each neuron can be updated for each iteration during the reproduction process. 
3/(E)*° (8)
Normal
yf(Yi(W iX i+& )) ^ °'
V/(X\(wixi+&)) î c) To mitigate the 'gradient vanishing' and 'gradient blow ing up' issues, the Eq. (10) is checked during the reproduction process to determine the gradient relationship between two layers during the learning process and guarantee the corre sponding gradient relationships fall in the given range. and 'blowing up' issues could not be completely resolved at the same time. Thus, this constraint is applied trying to suppress (or relieve) the issues as much as possible.
6) Iteration and Termination:
The selection and repro duction processes are iterated until that (1) the value of individual in the objective function is less than a pre-specified threshold; or (2) the pre-defined number of maximum iterations is reached. When the stopping criteria is satisfied, the fittest individual in the current population is deemed as the solution.
IV . E x p e r i m e n t s
The proposed adaptive TSK-based activation function was applied in the BPNN, which is validated and evaluated using a reconstructed highly class-imbalanced grooming dataset [2] , In addition, a comparative study was conducted in investigating the performance of the proposed activation function in refer ence to 11 classic ones. All the experiments were conducted on the basis of the pipeline that visualised in Fig. 4 .
A. The Data Set
number of documents for 'Normal' is constant whereas the rest 236 and 33 files are from the 'Abnormal' class, which has been further divided into 'Pedophile' and 'Sex' categories. To further present the degree of imbalance of this dataset, the feature embedding of the BoW and TFIDF features were visualised in Fig. 5 , which obviously reveals the difficulty of classification. Concretely, based on the final optimal results (except AdaTSK) summarised in Fig. 8 , the best performance for the rest eleven activation function is around 73.10% (for binary classification) or 73.11% (for multi-label classification), in which the only exception is the 73.20% that achieved by ReLU in the case of binary classification using the TFTDF features. 
B. Experimental Setup
The experiments are implemented in Python™ 2.7.14 and conducted using a workstation equipped with AMD® Ryzen™ Threadripper™ 1950X (16-core) CPU @ 3.40 GHz and 64GB RAM.
For extracting text features, the bag of words (BoW) and term frequency-inverse document frequency (TFTDF) were used [2] , The extracted feature dimension was fixed to 80. This was followed by selecting 50 attributes only from the extracted 80 attributes using the fuzzy-rough feature selection (FRFS) approach ( [26] ). For normalising the selected fea tures, as evaluated by [2] , existing techniques, such as minmax (MM) normalisation, -normalisation, .^-normalisation, power normalisation (PN), and their variants (i.e. ¿iPN, .^PN, PN^i, and PN^), were employed for yielding comparative classification performance for BPNN [27] - [29] . Additionally, the power coefficient a employed in PN and its variants were valued as 0.1.
The data set contains 1,000 XML files for binary and multi-label (i.e. 3) classification tasks with a wide diversity of chatting contents. For binary classification, the number of documents associated with label 'Normal' and 'Abnormal' is 731 and 269, respectively. For multi-label classification, the When setting up the BPNN classifier [27] - [29] , the initialised learning rate, momentum and régularisation (or penalty) term were set to 0.1, 0.9 and 0.0001, and the number of neurons in the hidden layer was set to 25. For optimising the performance of BPNN, the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and GA were respectively employed in using 11 existing activation functions and the proposed one. 10-Fold crossvalidation was employed in the testing phase.
C. Generated and Optimised Activation Function
The optimised TSK rule base has been listed in Table II and depicted in Fig. 6 . Noteworthy, in Fig. 6(b) , the optimised AdaTSK activation function possesses four advantages: (1) eliminating the hidden damages of 'dead neurons' (f(x) + 0, Mx < 0, refer to the blue dotted region); (2) generating the 'zero-centred function outputs' (the gradients can be updated in both positive and negative directions); (3) suppressing the 'gradient vanishing' (;i.e. the value of f(x) is kept increasing when x is increased, see the ;reen dotted region); (4) relieve the 'exploding gra dients' since, with the fuzzy rule constraint, x e [-15, +15] rather than increased to +oo or decreased to -oo. Fig. 7 shows the accuracy of 12 activation functions, and Fig. 8 summarises the best performance. Then, the best accuracies obtained using AdaTSK were used to compare with those shown in the existing work [2] of grooming detection. Fig. 7 and 8 show AdaTSK yields the best performance in binary and multi-label classifications using BoW and TFIDF features. When using BoW features for binary classification as shown in Fig. 7(a) , AdaTSK achieves 76.60% using PN^i whereas TanH (using £\PN), ReLU (using £{), and ELU (the performance is consistent when using different normalisation techniques) produces 73.10%. Fig. 7(b) shows TFIDF features in binary classification. The peak performance of AdaTSK is 75.60% (with £2FN), which is followed by 73.20% that yielded by ReLU (with £2), while TanH (with £i), ELU (no change obtained when using different normalisation approaches), and SiLU (with MM and FN£{) all achieve 73.10%. In the sce nario of BoW features to be classified into multiple labels as presented in Fig. 7(c) , the best performance of AdaTSK is 75.10% (with PN^2 applied), the second best accuracy is 73.11% when using Gaussian (with £i, £2, and PN^i), ReLU (with i\ and PNfi). ELU and SiLU are consistently the same when different normalisation techniques applied. When using the TFIDF features for multi-label classification (shown in Fig.  7(d) ), AdaTSK reached its best performance of 76.20% using MM normalisation technique, while Gaussian (when £i, PN^i, and FM2 adopted), ReLU (when £i is used), ELU (when all the normalisation techniques used), and SiLU (using any of the eight normalisation techniques is employed) all generate 73.11% accuracy.
D. Results Analysis and Discussion
To conclude, contributed by four superior properties (Sec. IV-C), the proposed AdaTSK activation function has better classification performance for the highly unbalanced dataset. 
V. Conclusion
An adaptive activation function using adaptive fuzzy in ference has been proposed in this paper to improve the performance of BPNN on imbalanced grooming detection dataset, in addition to addressing the issues common to other existing activation functions. Though promising experimental results have been obtained, more real-world datasets are worth trying as part of the future work. Also, other adaptive fuzzy inference approaches need to be investigated to better support the proposed activation generation approach.
